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DOCENTE: Prof. DIEGO MAURI- Lettere O-Z
PREREQUISITES Good knowledge of the domestic legal order, with particular regard to the 

relevant constitutional norms dealing with the relationship between international 
and domestic law

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understanding:
Students  will  gain  a  general  knowledge  of  the  international  legal  order,
especially  of  its  legal  subjects  and  of  the  functions  of  law-making,  judicial
settlement and enforcement. Since the beginning of the course, the knowledge
of the main international sub-systems will be crucial.
Applying knowledge and comprehension:
Students  will  be  able  to  make  their  new  skills  effective,  and  to  widen  and
increase  their  knowledge  through  the  analysis  of  practical  cases.  To  this  end,
students will acquire the necessary instruments to carry out accurate researches
of international legal material and case law.
Making judgements:
Students  will  develop  a  critical  approach  about  the  different  conceptions  of
international law, its social functions and its contents. They will become able to
elaborate autonomous proposals in order to find out the solution of specialised
legal questions. Thanks to the acquired critical capabilities, students will be able
to  develop  an  autonomous  reasoning,  with  regard  to  both  practical  cases  and
scholarly opinions.
Communicating skills:
Students will gain awareness of the meaning of the words used to communicate
ideas,  considering  the  single  relevant  context.  They  will  be  able  to  use
appropriately  foreign  words;  to  deal  with  a  controversial  legal  question
individuating its key points; to use different communicating skills - either orally or
in written - in order to illustrate a legal specific matter, using an adequate legal
terminology;  to  conduct  bibliographic  researches and to  use appropriately  web
instruments, such as electronic data banks, electronic reviews etc.
Learning skills:
Students will  obtain an overall understanding of international public law and an
appropriate studying methodology, which will provide them with the capability to
undertake activities (such as the consultation of relevant bibliographic,
normative and case law material) in order to undertake high specialised studying
paths.  Students  will  be  able  to  apply  the  specific  learning  methods  of
international law in order to enhance and update their skills in professional
contexts

ASSESSMENT METHODS Oral Final exam - Grades on a scale between 18 and 30 cum laude
The exam consists of an interview aimed at ascertaining the level of knowledge 
of the topics in the syllabus, the level of command in the specialised language 
and the ability of the candidate to develop a reasoning aimed at the application 
of theoretical knowledge to specific cases in order to argue and possible 
solutions.
The interview consists of a minimum of three questions. The evaluation will take 
place in conformity to the following evaluation grid:
-Excellent 30 -30 cum laude: excellent knowledge of the topics, 
excellentproperty language, excellent capacity of analysis; the student is able to 
apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed. 
He/she is also able to properly argue possible solution, including multiple 
alternatives.
- Very good 26-29: good knowledge of the topics, good properties of language, 
good capacity analytical; the student is able to apply theoretical knowledge to 
real cases which are proposed to be analysed. The students is able to 
adequately apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be 
analysed.
- Good 24-25: Basic knowledge of the main topics, good property of language, 
the student shows limited ability to apply theoretical knowledge to real cases 
which are proposed to be analysed.
-Satisfactory 21-23: the student does not show that complete command of the 
main teaching topics, although showing to know the basic knowledges; he/she 
shows satisfactory property of language albeit with a poor ability to adequately
apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed.
- Sufficient 18-20: minimal knowledge of the main teaching and technical 
language issues, limited or no capacity to adequately apply theoretical 
knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed.
- Insufficient outcome: the student does not have an acceptable knowledge of 
the contents of the various topics on the agenda.
N. 1 Midterm oral exam on voluntary basis (mark out of 30).

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The main goal of the course is to provide students with specific skills, which are 
necessary to understand the international legal order, taking into account the 
structural differences between such a legal order and the domestic ones. This 
approach should desirably bring to increase the knowledge - and the conception 
itself - of the legal phenomenon by students. In other words, following this 
path,students should get used to think about this phenomenon in a highly 
pluralistic manner, assuming a modern perspective of the international legal 



landscape, which today is made by a network of different legal systems, not 
necessarily linked in a hierarchical structure. To this end, the course will focus 
on the question of traditional and emerging international actors. Moreover, it will 
provide students with the knowledge of the modality through which the structural 
and essential functions of every legal order (norm-making, judicial settlement 
and enforcement) are exercised at the international level. Lastly, particular 
relevance will be given to the acquisition of specific skills in the very complex 
matter of the relationship between the international legal order and the domestic 
legal ones, on the one hand, and among different international legal regimes, on 
the other, with the aim to identify the principles guiding the interactions among 
them.

TEACHING METHODS Lectures

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY P. De Sena, M. Starita, Corso di diritto internazionale, Il Mulino, 2023

SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching

6 The origins of the international community. The main legal features of the international legal order

4 International legal persons (Part I): the notion of international legal personality; States, insurgents and national
liberation movements

3 International legal persons (Part II): International organizations and individuals.

6 Customs and general principles of law

12 The Law of Treaties

3 Hierarchy of norms, jus cogens, and erga omnes obligations

9 The relationship between International Law and National Law (with particular regard to custom, treaties, acts
adopted by international organizations

9 Wrongful acts of States and the international legal responsibility

6 International Dispute Settlement

5 Use of Force by States and collective security

3 Selected issues in International Law: (I) the international law of the sea

3 Selected issues in International Law; (II) the immunity of foreign States from court's jurisdiction and the
protection of foreigners under international law

3 Selected isssues in International Law: (III) the repression of international crimes



DOCENTE: Prof. MASSIMO STARITA- Lettere F-N
PREREQUISITES Good knowledge of the domestic legal order, with particular regard to the 

relevant constitutional norms dealing with the relationship between international 
and domestic law

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understanding:
Students  will  gain  a  general  knowledge  of  the  international  legal  order,
especially  of  its  legal  subjects  and  of  the  functions  of  law-making,  judicial
settlement and enforcement. Since the beginning of the course, the knowledge
of the main international sub-systems will be crucial.
Applying knowledge and comprehension:
Students  will  be  able  to  make  their  new  skills  effective,  and  to  widen  and
increase  their  knowledge  through  the  analysis  of  practical  cases.  To  this  end,
students will acquire the necessary instruments to carry out accurate researches
of international legal material and case law.
Making judgements:
Students  will  develop  a  critical  approach  about  the  different  conceptions  of
international law, its social functions and its contents. They will become able to
elaborate autonomous proposals in order to find out the solution of specialised
legal questions. Thanks to the acquired critical capabilities, students will be able
to  develop  an  autonomous  reasoning,  with  regard  to  both  practical  cases  and
scholarly opinions.
Communicating skills:
Students will gain awareness of the meaning of the words used to communicate
ideas,  considering  the  single  relevant  context.  They  will  be  able  to  use
appropriately  foreign  words;  to  deal  with  a  controversial  legal  question
individuating its key points; to use different communicating skills - either orally or
in written - in order to illustrate a legal specific matter, using an adequate legal
terminology;  to  conduct  bibliographic  researches and to  use appropriately  web
instruments, such as electronic data banks, electronic reviews etc.
Learning skills:
Students will  obtain an overall understanding of international public law and an
appropriate studying methodology, which will provide them with the capability to
undertake activities (such as the consultation of relevant bibliographic,
normative and case law material) in order to undertake high specialised studying
paths.  Students  will  be  able  to  apply  the  specific  learning  methods  of
international law in order to enhance and update their skills in professional
contexts

ASSESSMENT METHODS Oral Final exam - Grades on a scale between 18 and 30 cum laude
The exam consists of an interview aimed at ascertaining the level of knowledge 
of the topics in the syllabus, the level of command in the specialised language 
and the ability of the candidate to develop a reasoning aimed at the application 
of theoretical knowledge to specific cases in order to argue and possible 
solutions.
The interview consists of a minimum of three questions. The evaluation will take 
place in conformity to the following evaluation grid:
-Excellent 30 -30 cum laude: excellent knowledge of the topics, 
excellentproperty language, excellent capacity of analysis; the student is able to 
apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed. 
He/she is also able to properly argue possible solution, including multiple 
alternatives.
- Very good 26-29: good knowledge of the topics, good properties of language, 
good capacity analytical; the student is able to apply theoretical knowledge to 
real cases which are proposed to be analysed. The students is able to 
adequately apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be 
analysed.
- Good 24-25: Basic knowledge of the main topics, good property of language, 
the student shows limited ability to apply theoretical knowledge to real cases 
which are proposed to be analysed.
-Satisfactory 21-23: the student does not show that complete command of the 
main teaching topics, although showing to know the basic knowledges; he/she 
shows satisfactory property of language albeit with a poor ability to adequately
apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed.
- Sufficient 18-20: minimal knowledge of the main teaching and technical 
language issues, limited or no capacity to adequately apply theoretical 
knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed.
- Insufficient outcome: the student does not have an acceptable knowledge of 
the contents of the various topics on the agenda.
N. 1 Midterm oral exam on voluntary basis (mark out of 30).

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The main goal of the course is to provide students with specific skills, which are 
necessary to understand the international legal order, taking into account the 
structural differences between such a legal order and the domestic ones. This 
approach should desirably bring to increase the knowledge - and the conception 
itself - of the legal phenomenon by students. In other words, following this 
path,students should get used to think about this phenomenon in a highly 
pluralistic manner, assuming a modern perspective of the international legal 



landscape, which today is made by a network of different legal systems, not 
necessarily linked in a hierarchical structure. To this end, the course will focus 
on the question of traditional and emerging international actors. Moreover, it will 
provide students with the knowledge of the modality through which the structural 
and essential functions of every legal order (norm-making, judicial settlement 
and enforcement) are exercised at the international level. Lastly, particular 
relevance will be given to the acquisition of specific skills in the very complex 
matter of the relationship between the international legal order and the domestic 
legal ones, on the one hand, and among different international legal regimes, on 
the other, with the aim to identify the principles guiding the interactions among 
them.

TEACHING METHODS Lectures

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY P. De Sena, M. Starita, Corso di diritto internazionale, Bologna (Il Mulino), 2023

SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching

6 The origins of the international community. The main legal features of the international legal order

4 International legal persons (Part I): the notion of international legal personality; States, insurgents and national
liberation movements

3 International legal persons (Part II): International organizations and individuals.

6 Customs and general principles of law

12 The Law of Treaties

3 Hierarchy of norms, jus cogens, and erga omnes obligations

9 The relationship between International Law and National Law (with particular regard to custom, treaties, acts
adopted by international organizations

9 Wrongful acts of States and the international legal responsibility

6 International Dispute Settlement

5 Use of Force by States and collective security

3 Selected issues in International Law: (I) the international law of the sea

3 Selected issues in International Law; (II) the immunity of foreign States from court's jurisdiction and the
protection of foreigners under international law

3 Selected isssues in International Law: (III) the repression of international crimes



DOCENTE: Prof. PASQUALE DE SENA- Lettere A-E
PREREQUISITES Good knowledge of the domestic legal order, with particular regard to the 

relevant constitutional norms dealing with the relationship between international 
and domestic law

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understanding:
Students  will  gain  a  general  knowledge  of  the  international  legal  order,
especially  of  its  legal  subjects  and  of  the  functions  of  law-making,  judicial
settlement and enforcement. Since the beginning of the course, the knowledge
of the main international sub-systems will be crucial.
Applying knowledge and comprehension:
Students  will  be  able  to  make  their  new  skills  effective,  and  to  widen  and
increase  their  knowledge  through  the  analysis  of  practical  cases.  To  this  end,
students will acquire the necessary instruments to carry out accurate researches
of international legal material and case law.
Making judgements:
Students  will  develop  a  critical  approach  about  the  different  conceptions  of
international law, its social functions and its contents. They will become able to
elaborate autonomous proposals in order to find out the solution of specialised
legal questions. Thanks to the acquired critical capabilities, students will be able
to  develop  an  autonomous  reasoning,  with  regard  to  both  practical  cases  and
scholarly opinions.
Communicating skills:
Students will gain awareness of the meaning of the words used to communicate
ideas,  considering  the  single  relevant  context.  They  will  be  able  to  use
appropriately  foreign  words;  to  deal  with  a  controversial  legal  question
individuating its key points; to use different communicating skills - either orally or
in written - in order to illustrate a legal specific matter, using an adequate legal
terminology;  to  conduct  bibliographic  researches and to  use appropriately  web
instruments, such as electronic data banks, electronic reviews etc.
Learning skills:
Students will  obtain an overall understanding of international public law and an
appropriate studying methodology, which will provide them with the capability to
undertake activities (such as the consultation of relevant bibliographic,
normative and case law material) in order to undertake high specialised studying
paths.  Students  will  be  able  to  apply  the  specific  learning  methods  of
international law in order to enhance and update their skills in professional
contexts

ASSESSMENT METHODS Oral Final exam - Grades on a scale between 18 and 30 cum laude
The exam consists of an interview aimed at ascertaining the level of knowledge 
of the topics in the syllabus, the level of command in the specialised language 
and the ability of the candidate to develop a reasoning aimed at the application 
of theoretical knowledge to specific cases in order to argue and possible 
solutions.
The interview consists of a minimum of three questions. The evaluation will take 
place in conformity to the following evaluation grid:
-Excellent 30 -30 cum laude: excellent knowledge of the topics, 
excellentproperty language, excellent capacity of analysis; the student is able to 
apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed. 
He/she is also able to properly argue possible solution, including multiple 
alternatives.
- Very good 26-29: good knowledge of the topics, good properties of language, 
good capacity analytical; the student is able to apply theoretical knowledge to 
real cases which are proposed to be analysed. The students is able to 
adequately apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be 
analysed.
- Good 24-25: Basic knowledge of the main topics, good property of language, 
the student shows limited ability to apply theoretical knowledge to real cases 
which are proposed to be analysed.
-Satisfactory 21-23: the student does not show that complete command of the 
main teaching topics, although showing to know the basic knowledges; he/she 
shows satisfactory property of language albeit with a poor ability to adequately
apply theoretical knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed.
- Sufficient 18-20: minimal knowledge of the main teaching and technical 
language issues, limited or no capacity to adequately apply theoretical 
knowledge to real cases which are proposed to be analysed.
- Insufficient outcome: the student does not have an acceptable knowledge of 
the contents of the various topics on the agenda.
N. 1 Midterm oral exam on voluntary basis (mark out of 30).

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The main goal of the course is to provide students with specific skills, which are 
necessary to understand the international legal order, taking into account the 
structural differences between such a legal order and the domestic ones. This 
approach should desirably bring to increase the knowledge - and the conception 
itself - of the legal phenomenon by students. In other words, following this 
path,students should get used to think about this phenomenon in a highly 
pluralistic manner, assuming a modern perspective of the international legal 



landscape, which today is made by a network of different legal systems, not 
necessarily linked in a hierarchical structure. To this end, the course will focus 
on the question of traditional and emerging international actors. Moreover, it will 
provide students with the knowledge of the modality through which the structural 
and essential functions of every legal order (norm-making, judicial settlement 
and enforcement) are exercised at the international level. Lastly, particular 
relevance will be given to the acquisition of specific skills in the very complex 
matter of the relationship between the international legal order and the domestic 
legal ones, on the one hand, and among different international legal regimes, on 
the other, with the aim to identify the principles guiding the interactions among 
them.

TEACHING METHODS Lectures

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY Pasquale De Sena, Massimo Starita, Corso di Diritto internazionale, Il Mulino, 
2023

SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching

6 The origins of the international community. The main legal features of the international legal order

4 International legal persons (Part I): the notion of international legal personality; States, insurgents and national
liberation movements

3 International legal persons (Part II): International organizations and individuals.

6 Customs and general principles of law

12 The Law of Treaties

3 Hierarchy of norms, jus cogens, and erga omnes obligations

9 The relationship between International Law and National Law (with particular regard to custom, treaties, acts
adopted by international organizations

9 Wrongful acts of States and the international legal responsibility

6 International Dispute Settlement

5 Use of Force by States and collective security

3 Selected issues in International Law: (I) the international law of the sea

3 Selected issues in International Law; (II) the immunity of foreign States from court's jurisdiction and the
protection of foreigners under international law

3 Selected isssues in International Law: (III) the repression of international crimes
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